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The following interactions of magnetohydrodynamic waves are considered: 
fast (S+> and slow (S-1 shock waves, fast (R+) and slow (R-1 expansion 
waves, with vortex (A) and contact (K) discontinuities. The medium is 
assumed to be ideally conducting, No restrictions whatever are imposed 
on the parameters of the medium. At the moment of interaction there is 
created a discontinuity which must be resolved into some combination of 
waves. The purpose of this paper is to determine the possible oombina- 
tion of waves. 

Interactions of shock waves and of expansion waves with a contact 
surface in gasdynamics were investigated in 11 3 and [. 2 1. 

Problems in the resolution of an arbitrary discontinuity, created in 
the interaction of magnetohydrodynamic waves with vortex and contact 

dis~ontinuities, are particular cases of the 
general problem of the resolution of an arbi- % S’ 

trary discontinuity in the magnetohydrodynamics 
of an ideally conducting medium [ 3 1. The 
symbols used are the same as in 13 I, Instead 

% 
s+ 

of the expression: “the line in the pHy-plane H’ 
yo 

~ 

s_ R+ 

which represents the relation between the 
quantities p and Hy in an S+(S-, R+, R-)-wave 

R- 

with magnetic field and pressure ahead of the 
wave equal to H,, and pe”, we shall write for Pi PO p 

conciseness: “the line S’(S-. Rt, RI) leaving 
the point (p,, Hy 1”; instead of the expression: Fig. 1. 

“the combination tbhioh corresponds to points (lines and regions) lying 
in the quadrant hu > 0, Au > 0 of the AuAv-plane, Fig. 1”. we shall 
write: *the combinations lying in the quadrant hu > 0. Av > 0, Fig.1”. 
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If R+- and R--waves do not participate in the interactions under con- 
sideration, then the waves which move apart in the two directions are 
created at the instant of impact. Interactions in which Rt- and R--waves 
participate lead, as in gasdynamics [ 2.1, to a process of interpenetra- 
tion of the waves during which the motion cannot be described by means 
of simple waves. In this case, if the interpenetration is completed in a 
finite time, as will be assumed in what follows, the combinations of 
waves emerging from the interpenetration zone must, generally speaking. 
be composed of shock waves, simple waves and vortex discontinuities. The 
possible wave combinations which are created in interactions with Rt- 
and R--waves are determined in what follows, omitting the motion in the 
region of interpenetration. 

For definiteness, we shall assume the following: 

1) The x-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the interacting waves, 
and the direction of the y-axis coincides with the direction of H in the 
undisturbed medium. 

2) In the interaction of magnetohydrodynamic waves with a K-discon- 
tinuity, the K-discontinuity is taken to be at rest, magnetohydrodynamia 
shock waves overtake it from the left, and expansion waves from the 
right. 

3) A vortex discontinuity overtaken by fast magnetohydrodynamic waves, 
and slow waves overtaken by a vortex discontinuity, move to the right. 

4) A vortex discontinuity colliding with magnetohydrodynamic waves 
moves to the left, and consequently the waves move to the right. 

1. Interaction of an St-wave with K- and A-discontinuities. 
Let us consider the plane case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 
tinuity when the point corresponding to the condition (pa, H 

yo 
1 lies in 

Hy 

K 

the pHY-plane on the St-line which leaves 
the point ( pa’, H 

y 0 
'1. This corresponds to 

. J 
s’ the case for which the first of the inequal- 

R+ ities (4.1) to (4.4) in [ 3 1, become equal- 

s- 3* 
ities. 

R Two cases are possible: 

JG pa -7 H,,’ > H+ (pO ,fIv,,, y = p,‘) (case 1, Fig. 1) 

Fig. 2. H~,~’ < 11, (PO ,HYO, p = p,,‘) (case 2, Fig. 2) 

In Figs. 1 and 2 in the pHy-plane it is evident that of the two shock 
waves, expansion waves and contact discontinuity, the following 
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combinations are possible: 

R+R-K, R+lW, S+KS+, S-KS- in case 1 

R’KR-, R*SK, S+KS+, S-KS- in case 2 

The_ combination StKSt is possible if the S’-line leaving the point 
(pa, IfyO) intersects the St-line leaving the point (pa’, H 

y 0 
‘3. In the 

first case there may be either no point of intersection or an even 
number, in the second case an odd number; there will be the sam number 
of points in the huh v-plane, corres~ndi~ to the c~ination S+KS+, 
The combination S-KS- is possible if the corresponding equality of 
Section 4, I3 I is fulfilled. 

Fig. 3. 

Also possible is the combination KS- (Figs. 1,2), in which the 
strength of the K-discontinuity is equal to zero, if p. and po’. are 
linked by the relations on the St-wave. To all these combinations there 
are corresponding points in the Auhv-plane (Figs. 3,4). The lines and 
regions in this plane are constructed as in [3 I. In the combinations 
R-KR-St, S-KS??, the strengths of R-- and S--waves, going to left and 
right, are equal. 

If Hyo < 0, Hro’.< 0, then Figs. 1,2,3 and 4 do not chauge if -WY and 

-Au are plotted on the axis instead of Hy and Au. 

If fiYo < 0, Hyo’.> 0, or H 
yo 

> 0, H 
YO 
'.< 0, but as before, 
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p. = P+(P~‘, I Hyo’l, Hy = I NY0 I), th en in every combination occurring in 

a resolution, there must be an A-discontinuity, going to left or right. 

In this case, the diagrams in the AuAv-plane may be qualitatively 
obtained from the diagrams corresponding to H 

yo 
> 0, H 

y 0 
'.> 0, if instead 

of combinations without a vortex discontinuity or with two vortex dis- 
continuities, one puts the same combination with one vortex discontinuity, 

Fig. 4. 

going to right or left. The criteria (2.1) to (2.4) remain the same, 
except that Hu must be taken to be the absolute value. The dividing line 
in the AZ&-plane in the given case separates the regions which cor- 
respond to combinations with a plane vortex discontinuity going to the 
left. It may be shown that if H 

70 
< 0, H 

y it 
'-< 0, then the regions which 

correspond to combinations with the vortex discontinuity going to the 
right lie above the dividing line, and regions which correspond to com- 

binations with the vortex discontinuity going to the left lie below. 

For example, the point which corresponds to the combination KAS’ lies 
above the dividing line, the point which corresponds to the combination 
AKS+ lies below. If HYO > 0, H 

yo 
'.< 0, the regions which correspond to 

combinations with the vortex discontinuity going to the right lie below 
the dividing line; regions which correspond to combinations with the 
vortex discontinuity going to the left lie above. Thus the point which 
corresponds to the combination AKS+ lies above the dividing line, the 
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point which corresponds to the combination KAS+ lies below. 

Ihe diagrams for.the case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 
tinuity in which Hro#HTljPO = p+(po'j fi,,*'j N,, = ~yol, AW f,O are 
obtained from the diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4 by rotating the latter about 

the center line. If IiT0H HTO ', then after rotation it is necessary in 

addition to make a translation of the resulting three-dimensional 
diagram with respect to the origin [3, Sect. 12 I. 

Let us apply the case of the resolution of an arbitrary discontinuity, 
which has been considered, to the problem of the interaction of an St- 
wave with a K-discontinuity. This may be done, since at the moment of 
impact there will be a resolution of the discontinuity for which the 
point (p,, HyO) of the pHy-plane lies on the S+-line leaving the point 

(P,‘, HyO’J. Here, Au= uu > 0, H = H '.>.O, Au- us < 0. After the 
Yl yo 

impact, there may be combinations which correspond to regions lying in 
the Au> 0, Au < 0 portion of the AuAv-plane (Figs. 3,4) going in both 
directions. We may note that a vortex discontinuity is not created in 
the interaction. 

The nature of the combination depends on pu', Hyo') po, p1 and II, 

where U is the speed of the incident wave. As is evident from Figs. 3 
and 4 for the corresponding value of the parameters, the St-wave may, on 
hitting the K-discontinuity, go through it, changing its strength. 

Let us consider the case of the interaction of an St-wave with an A- 
discontinuity. Let the St-wave overtake the plane A-discontinuity moving 
in a gas at rest. At the moment of impact there is created a discontinuity 
in which H 

yo 
< 0, H 

TO 
'.> 0, Au = u* > 0, hv = v. = #+ + Zh,'Y,'- 

We note that, in the AuAv-plane, the points which correspond to the 
combinations KAS+ and AKS' have the coordinates Au = uo, hv = - q5+'+ 
2hl'V1'.and Au = uo, Au = - $+'.-,21h,j V,, respectively. 

Consequently, the points corresponding to the combinations into which 
the discontinuity created by the interaction resolves itself lie on a 
straight line going through the points which correspond to the combina- 
tions KAS+ and AKS*. 

In the collision of an St-wave with a plane A-discontinuity, 
Au= u. >'O, Au= -,#+ + 2h,'Y, , HYO > 0, Hro'.< 0 in the resulting 

discontinuity. The point which corresponds to the AKS'-co~ination has 
the coordinates AU= uo, Av= --r$+'.+ Zh,Y,. Therefore, the points COG- 
responding to the combinations into which the resulting discontinuity 
resolves itself lie on the straight line Au= uo, passing through the 
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points which correspond to the AKS+- and KAS+-combinations. 

2. Interaction of S-waves with K- and A-discontinuities. 
Let us investigate the plane case of the resolution of an arbitrary dis- 
continuity when the point denoting the condition (p,, Hyo) lies in the 

PRY-plane on the S-curve leaving the point (po” Hyo’) (Figs. 5, 6). 

H;$ ;Q 

P " 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

Here, the first of the inequalities (10.1) to (10.4) become equalities. 
Two cases are possible: 

Huo'>H_(po, Hue, p = po') (case 1. Fig. 5) 

H yl'(H_(p,,, Hzlo, p = PO') (case 2, Fig. 6) 

In Figs. 5 and 6 it is evident that of the two shock waves, expansion 
waves and contact discontinuity, the following combinations are possible: 

S+R-K, R-KR+, SKS S-KS- in case 1 

R-KS+, R+R-K, SKS S-KS- in case 2 

‘Ihe StKSt-combination is possible if the St-line leaving the point 
(p,, HYo) intersects the St-line leaving the point (p,‘, Hyo'). ‘Ihere 

may be either two points of intersection or none. ‘lbe combination S-KS’- 
is possible if there is an intersection of S-lines leaving those points. 

‘Ihe combination KS is also possible (Figs. 5, 6). 

For all these combinations there are corresponding points in the 
AuAv-plane (Figs. 7, 8). ‘lhe 1 ines and regions in this plane are con- 
structed as in [3 I. If Hyo < 0, H 

yo 
'-< 0; Hyo < 0, H 

yo 
'-> 0; Hyo > 0, 
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H 
yo 
'.< 0, then the diagrams in 

in Sect. 1. 

the AuAu-plane are altered as described 

283 

Fig. '7. 

‘Ihe diagrams for the case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 
tinuity in which p. = p_(po'; jkl,,'I, Hy = IlIT ),H,,XH, '; Awf 0, 

0 
are obtained from the diagrams in Figs. '7 and 8 by the method described 

in Sect. 12 of [3 I, 

Fig. 8. 
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Let US investigate the interaction of Y-waves with a K-discontinuity. 
At the moment of impact there is created a discontinuity for which the 
point (p,, HYO’ of the pBfy-plane lies on the S-line leaving the point 

(pa’> HYO’J. On the resulting discontinuity, Au > 0, Au = v0 > 0. It is 

easy to see that the resulting discontinuity can resolve itself into 
combinations which correspond to regions lying in the Au> 0, AU> 0 
portion of the AuAv-plane, as shown in l?igs. 7 and 8. 

Let us investigate the interaction of an S-wave with an A-discon- 
tinuity. Let the h-discontinuity be plane. If the h-discontinuity over- 
takes the S-wave, then at impact Au = u. > 0, Au = c$_ + 2(h,\ V, > 0, 
Hyo c 0, H 

YO 
‘-> 0 on the resulting discontinuity; if the S-wave collides 

with the h-discontinuity then N 
YO 

> 0, N 
YO 

‘.< 0, Au> 0, Au= +_ + 

\ 2hu’l If,‘.> 0 on the resulting discontinuity. Consequently, the resulting 
discontinuity resolves itself in combinations which correspond to the 
regions lying in the Au > 0, Au > 0 portion of the Auhv-plane, Figs. 7 
and 8, on the straight line Au- ua. The straight lines Au= uu pass 
through the points which correspond to the combinations AKS- and KS-A. 

Fig. 9, Fig. 10. 

When considering the interaction of S+-, S--, R+-, R--waves with K- 
and A-discontinuities, it will be clear in which portion of the plane 
the combinations resulting from the resolution of the resulting discon- 
tinuity may lie. We note, however, that the points corresponding to the 
resulting discontinuity do not have an arbitrary position in the indi- 
cated portion of the plane, but only on the St-, SW-, Rt-, R--lines, 
respectively. 

3. Interaction of IS'-waves with K- and A-discontinuities. 
Let us consider the plane case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 
tinuity when the point (p,‘, H 

y 0 
‘$ lies on the Rt-line leaving the point 

(p,, NY01 (Figs. 9, 10). Th is corresponds to the case where the second 
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of the inequalities (4.1) to (4.4) become equalities. Two cases are 
possible: 

285 

PO <P+ (PO’7 Hvo’, Hv = Hlh) 

PO > P+ (PO’! Hzlo’l H, = &/o) 

On Figs. 9 and 10 in the pHy-plane it 
shock waves, expansion waves and contact 
combinations are possible: 

(case 1. Fig. 9) 

(case 2, Fig. 10). 

is evident that of the two 
discontinuity, the following 

S-KS, KR-S+, H+KR+, S+KS+, S-KS- in case 1 

R-KS, KS-S, R+KR+, S+KS+, S’KS- in case 2 

In case 1, the combination S+KS+ necessarily occurs; in case 2 it is 
realized if the St-line leaving the point (p,‘., HyO’) intersects the St- 

line leaving the point (pa, H 
y 0 

). ‘Ihe S-KS--combination is realized if 

the S--line leaving the point (P,‘~ H ‘_) intersects the S-line leaving 

the point (p,, Hyo). ‘Ihe combination ‘#K is also possible (Figs. 9,lO). 

The RtKRt-combination corresponds to a line in the AuAu-plane. All the 
remaining combinations correspond to lines in the Aubv-plane (Figs. 11, 
12). 

Fig. 11. 

Lines and regions in the Auhv-plane are 

as in the preceding cases. If H < 0, H ’ 
yo yo 

constructed in the same way 
< 0; Hyo > 0, H ‘.< 0, etc., 

y 0 
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then the diagrams in the AuAv-plane will be altered as described in 

sect. 1. 

Fig. 12. 

The diagrams for the case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 

tinuity for which IIiTO'l = H+ip,,, IA7a1, p = pa'), H,,flH, ', Aw f 0 

are obtained from the diagrams in Figs. 11 and 12 by the methA described 

in Sect. 12 of 131. 

Let us consider the interaction of an Rt-wave with a K-discontinuity. 

Recall that in the case of interaction of Rt-, R--waves with each other 

and with other waves and discontinuities we will be interested in the 

combinations of waves into which the interactions under consideration 

resolve themselves. It is assumed, as before, that the interpenetration 

is completed in a finite time. 

In the discontinuity created, Au< 0, Au> 0. 'lhe result of the inter- 

action will be combinations of waves going in both directions, which cor- 

respond to regions lying in the Au< 0, Au > 0 portion of the AuAv-plane 

(Figs. 11, 12). 

Let us consider the interaction of an Rt-wave with a plane A-discon- 

tinuity. On the resulting discontinuity Au= ua < 0, Au= - x++ 2h,Vo, 

f& < 0, Hr ‘.> 0, when the Rt-wave overtakes the A-discontinuity, and 

Au= ua < 0: Au = x+ + 21 h,‘}V,, Hyo > 0, Hyo’.< 0 when the Rt-wave 

collides with the A-discontinuity. 'Ihe possible combinations correspond 

to points lying on the straight line Au= uO. 
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Fig. 13. Fig. 14. 

In both cases the straight lines pass through the points which cor- 
respond to the combinations R+KA and R+AK. 

4. Interaction of.B'-waves with K- and A-discontinuities. 
Let us consider the plane case of the resolution of an arbitrary dis- 
continuity when the point (p,‘, HYO’) of the pHy-plane lies on the R-- 

line leaving the point (p,, BYa) (Figs. 13, 14). This corresponds to 

the case where the second of the inequalities (10.1) to (10.4) become 
equalities. Two cases are possible 

(ease 2, Fig. 14) 

(case 1, Fig. 13) 

On Figs. 13 and 14 in the pH -plane it is evident that of the two 
shock waves, expansion waves an a contact discontinuity, the following 
combinations are possible: 

KS-S+, R+KS, R-KR-, S-KS-, S*KS* in case 1 

KS-R+, S+KS, R-KR’, S-KS, S+KS’ In case % 

‘Ihe combination S+KS’ is possible if the $-lines leaving the points 

(P,, Jq, (P,‘> ffYO’.) intersect each othex. The combination S-KS- is 

realized if the S-lines leaving those points intersect each other. Also 
possible is the combination R-K (Figs. 13, 14). The c~ination R-KR- 
corresponds to a line in the Auhv-plane. The lines and regions in the 
AnAv-plane (Figs. 15, 16) 
ities H 

are constructed as in [ 3 1 . If the inequal- 
> 0, H ‘. > 0 change sign, then Figs. 13-16 will be altered as 

describeY$ in See:! 1. 
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'Ihe diagrams for the case of the resolution of an arbitrary discon- 

tinuity for which la,;{ = H_(p,, (HTO 1, p = po'J, HTO~HTO'; Aw f 0 

are obtained from the diagrams in Figs. 15 and 16 by the method described 

in Sect. 12 of 13 1, 

Fig. 15. 

'Ihe interaction of R--waves with each other and with K- and A-discon- 

tinuities is reduced to such a case of the resolution of an arbitrary 

discontinuity. Let us consider the interaction of R--waves with a K- 

discontinuity. In the discontinuity which results from the interaction, 

Au< 0, Av < 0. 'Ihe result of the interactions will be combinations which 

correspond to regions lying in the portion Au< 0, Au < 0 of the Auhv- 

plane (Figs. 15, 16). 

In the interaction of an R--wave with an A-discontinuity, the .possible 

combinations correspond to points lying on the straight lines Au= I+,, 

passing through the points which correspond to the combinations AR-K 

and R-KA. 

Above, we considered the interactions of St-, S‘--, Rt-, A-waves 

with a plane A-discontinuity. In the interaction of these waves with a 

three-dimensional A-discontinuity, there results a discontinuity for 

which H, KfH, '; bw f 0. To investigate this, it is necessary to use 
the threetdimerkional diagrams which are obtained from the diagrams of 

Figs. 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15 and 16 by the method described in Sect. 12 

of [3 1 i The aggregate of points which correspond to combinations into 
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which the resulting discontinuity may resolve itself lie in the planes 
Au = u0 passing through the points which correspond to the combinations 
KS+, KS-, R+K, R-K. 

If the lines S+, Rt (Figs. 1, 2, 9, 10) intersect, then the pictures 
in the AuAv-plane differ from Figs. 3, 4, 11 and 12 in that the lines 

Rt K ST‘S+ and R+R- K St in Figs. 3 and 12, and R’S_ K St and R’ KR-St in 

Figs. 4 and 11, intersect each other at points which correspond to the 
combination Rt K St. In the first case, the lines RtSKSt and S+KR-St 

leave this point, and in the second case the lines RtKSSt and R%KS+; 
these intersect at the points KS+ and R+K, respectively. If the lines 
S-R- (Figs. 5, 6, 13, 14) intersect, then the pictures in the AuAv-plane 

differ from Figs. 7, 8, 15 and 16 in that the lines R- KS-R+, S+R- KS- 
of Figs. 7 and 15, and R+R- KS, R- K S-S+ of Figs. 8 and 16, intersect 

at points which correspond to the combination R-KS-. In the first case, 
the lines R+R-KS and R-KS?? leave this point, and in the second case 
the lines R-KS-R+ and S+R-KS; these intersect at the points KS and 
RX, respectively. 

Fig. 16. 

We note that if, in the cases described by inequalities (2.1), (2.3) 
of 13 I, the lines St and Et, and in the cases described by inequalities 
(10.1) and (10.3), the-lines St and Rt leaving points (p,‘, HyO’), 
(pa, H ), have two intersections, then in the AuAv-plane the lines 

joinini’the points (R%X) (R-KS+) and (R+KS-) (KS-S+) in Fig. 7; 
(Rt K R-) ( K R-S+) and (R’SK) (S K St> in Fig. 9; (R+R-K) (Rt KS) and 
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(R-KS+) (KS-S+) in Fig. 15; (R-KR+) ( KS-R+) and (S+R-K) (St KS-) in 

Fig. 17, have two intersections. In Figs. 7 and 9 the points of inter- 

section correspond to the combination R’KS+, in Figs. 15 and 17 to the 

combination R-KS-. 

We note also that if Aw fl 0, H,, x(1!, ’ on the discontinuity, the 
0 

rotation oi the figure should not oe around the dividing line, but about 

the center line, which does not coincide everywhere with the dividing 

line (as was incorrectly proved in [3 I), but only at some points. 
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